Teachers
Edsby Empowers Teachers. Edsby provides teachers with tools that help them get their job done faster and more effectively. Tasks such as tracking and publishing assessment results, managing course plans, taking attendance, communicating with students and parents and professional development with fellow teachers are all a breeze in Edsby.

Students
Edsby Informs Students. With Edsby, students can check their schedules and grades on their smartphones. They can submit homework assignments through a web browser. They can see what was taught today in class on their tablet. Best of all, they can engage with other students and teachers through Edsby’s safe, secure social features.

Parents
World’s Best Parent Portal. Parents want to be able to help their children succeed in school. Edsby makes it easy for parents to access latest attendance, grades, assigned homework, teacher observations and more. With Edsby, better time management, richer dinner discussions and more are a click away using any device, including smartphones and tablets.

IT Professionals
Engineered for fast deployment and easy administration. Edsby connects to legacy databases and authentication servers. It runs in the cloud, yet is customizable to the way you do things. It’s ideal for 1-to-1 or BYOD computing initiatives, and integrates well with Google Apps for Education and O365.

Administrators
Edsby Helps Administrators. Edsby provides education administrators such as principals and vice-principals instant access to the latest information on every student. Administrators can access timetables, grades, teacher observations, alerts, parent detail and other student-related data. Superintendents can monitor school clusters and students for intervention.

Students

Edsby is the most important application at our school for teaching and learning.
— Steve Rush, IT Director / St. Andrew’s College
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One hundred percent of our teachers use Edsby, and almost all our students check Edsby on a daily basis.
— Mark Viola, Teacher / St. Michael’s College
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AN INTEGRATED PLATFORM FOR K-12 EDUCATION

Edsby gives educators everything they need to manage teaching and learning. And it improves engagement among all stakeholders by giving every student, parent, teacher and administrator in a K-12 school district modern electronic access to everything going on in class and how students are doing. The key? Edsby’s clever connections to existing systems.

Integrates with SIS & Key Systems like Security. Remarkable connections to your SIS and other existing systems set up student, teacher, class and other information automatically. So Edsby can be deployed quickly and stays current as people come and go.

Customizable to Your Standards/ Terms. Districts all have different standards for assessments, calculating and sharing grades, and more. So Edsby allows huge freedom in how you set up your system, and keeps your customizations through upgrades.

Designed Specifically for K-12. Edsby was built with the assessments, reporting and workflow needed in K-12. Other learning systems try to serve higher education and business as well. Edsby specializes only in K-12, and it shows.

WHAT SETS EDSBY APART

Edsby isn’t a standalone app that teachers download and use ad hoc. It’s a sophisticated enterprise-grade platform that gives districts the ability to engage every student, teacher, and parent in a standardized, controlled way. Why it’s unique:

Integrates with SIS & Key Systems like Security. Remarkable connections to your SIS and other existing systems set up student, teacher, class and other information automatically. So Edsby can be deployed quickly and stays current as people come and go.

Customizable to Your Standards/ Terms. Districts all have different standards for assessments, calculating and sharing grades, and more. So Edsby allows huge freedom in how you set up your system, and keeps your customizations through upgrades.

Designed Specifically for K-12. Edsby was built with the assessments, reporting and workflow needed in K-12. Other learning systems try to serve higher education and business as well. Edsby specializes only in K-12, and it shows.
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